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- of o ".-.rtv;;As: .: non, a e omsc ling
service has been in o oration for a :@rioh of years*
and several hundred individuals mvo ccaa© to it with
their problems , those responsible naturally raise a
question about its effectiveness* If that service is
to maintain its rl; ,: tful pl ace in the coiz. amity it
should take stops to a raise its w; rk v-oriodieaXly
and try to determine to vlmt extent its 1 hiuenc© ha©
boon felt by tnose clients whom it has served.
Any counseling service which purports to assist
or ffguide " mi individual in choosing Ms life work# or
help Mu to make the proper adjust ment to life# faces
.he responsibility also of strengthen!;; its service
to the extent that it can continue to assist former
clients. Counselecs should be mad© to feel hat they
arc welcome to return for furf r guidance at any
tirae that they may so cosire. bo counseling service
OLi oc made so sufficient at any fine that inprove-
nenfcs cannot bo made.
.hlc study in an atto: t't by an analysis of re-
I
1

determine to that extcot %'m m~calX<Ki 'V/utsido c«- os
of t 5o#too Ikitv^vaitj fiepartc&aot of Ct-unsolirqg
,-orvlco isav© beou aaaleteu in the solution of their
P^sblsM* aic u ioer eslatl ..; ee; dltfoo® ig&*t ©up ©*fci iso
ji&Ut bo i'-mdo to its ees’vXee©* not orsly for
those- vise have been clients but also for th s© vhe
::iioht corse In tbo futore. *h® seep# of the rot&er: is
comprehends :;. th© u«® . i os.
1* hat mm the ox. ressod sad Sas§jlief v objectives
%
of th© eosssed lap aarvlee?
8* Use wem? the el. loots whs eee* to th© a*f>artB)Mfe»
sod iw did they h*p?eit to toatf
1* . ave those elloots been helped in forr^uXafcirc
ineid pias© far further trelttidc «od edva&ce mt:
t* as the ccuaeoi: . , as i tve&» beuoflcid. In
their or-in,I,,-:jV a they .eels# lather <:oun*ol t:*£ '.
in eeye eon the er jBeeliut, service centiM© to
holy these individuals?
5* hat sup esiioos have they to offer for the i:>*
prsesreaoit ct the serelee?
. .a. j a t a ; d t ym^oli m ; -epvice -setI £
It© objective© 1 s rosr ecfc to Ite ncr^untvsraity cHants
,
i. it-ti . :• v tie - wi j t is study is limited to
tiio freciei pr-cup of eliuat© dS© linefeed »© outside oases
: roc.-ru i i to© ..... ,ou f th© depertocat*
'
3'¥fa& case records of all of fehaa© ,?outaide oases '
«®5P0 analysed* t e MtlnMlvo «qs sont to & sol© ted
i^roxip ©f the:.;© oon-uaivaralfey ©limits. • nl$ thcioa \lu>
bed eonplaftad the service wcaw fc be Included Is too
«tod^ All clients of this ©elect©.'. fsr* up ; si id
a preliminary interviews iml ecsapfeted the teatiix , end
had been counseled after the tests lad been interpreted
to the • *2ho q .er.tionnaire wss not seest to thorn cases
whisk were referred to other agencies or individuals
for counsel* such rs the dialed psgvtoolo 1st, a
psychiatrist* or & rsnoliax reeding c. iaio*
Its© atudgr is further limits fco the group or. non-
university clients who ee © to the be aruoxtt oetaoeu
eptseher 1, 1043 - m3 3© teeher 1# 1044 * because 5 for
the arise of eomosrlson* it m® found tJ at the data cm
hoae ct leasts wore the sust naif rn el a ••© Id*
because of the recency f tie eounaelt ^ £ r ti os©
die ts* "K5 attest fee evaluate the ultimate results of
the counseling la being undertaken* -hat the final
adjust: 3«at of these Individual s will be is net wltilin
the scope of t.-la study* It is an effort to doto^.lr*©
tba contribution of si uasellsg in helping clients fee
ta..,e c?.t ..oust tie l;-.s. ©to towarc feooir u...-.f. orofeo
goals* d'itiii-i these iteiiatioos^ than# this Is an
evaluation of the testlrqg and counseling. of the
Soatoa inivorsitv .or. cot ont- of Counseling service.
-. i ,
-
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CHAPTER II
THE NEED FOR EVALUATION
Tut for evaluation in research . — Difficult
as the task mi, ht be for the research worker, it is be-
ing recognized that guidance must face the process of
scrutiny and evaluation if it is to sustain its place as
a public service. In this field, as well as any field
which is dealing with human destinies, nothing should be
taken for grantee. It cannot unreservedly be said that
guidance and counseling is the most effective means of
helping an individual without first making an effort to
find cut if this form of service really does work.
The literature on guidance end counseling abundantly
r-oints out that evaluation is needed. To quote from one
y
of the .Adjustment Service studies:
Guidance has now reached the stage where
it must face frankly the task of making more
objective and quantitative appraisal of its
work.
The evaluation should be as objective as possible,
and therefore, might better be done by someone who does
not have a direct personal contact with those persons
XT Sei p
~ Emma
,
A Study of One Hundred Clients of the
Adjustment Service
.
New York: American Association for
Adult Education, 1935, Foreword.
4 -
*
who have been couna< loti. . he nr rafsal shoiild be not
only Quantitative >ut also qualitative;. .. tabistical
tabulation of loots gathered on clients or- eoiiiisetoos
should be only s cone ary to the whole process of
evaluation* But to justify Its continuance as a
phase In education */e ssusfc, ourselves, be aware of its
streng ths and. weaknesses* As c-il ert '%*m» in Ms
a/
” secant esoareh on Counseling^ says -
if counseling is to bo justified as
a .base of hi for education, we : uot
prove ii.at it ’works, end :mst ourselves,
be aware of its weaknesses*
illicsnsoa and in their be,ok c-n M ,h school
counsel! = ;;• , caution against ©c/ipl&cent ecceotance on
the part of the administrattor . the^i write
In a typical secondary school, ad-
ml istrafc rs self-:, make use of the re-
s' arch which is available; nevertheless,
it is n direct responsibility of the
conscientious adulnis trater to evaluate
the cutce. c of* his program,
Ue should know what problems are
being adjusted a id to wk&t extent. e
should have sc e basis fer Judging the
of c / - -os .. counseling.
1 . G» filbert • ranri. recent llesesroh 00 t doweling.
liofQf icSUMS.
.
• •
..l h. . c. .;of v .. » ini; York : c iraw-^lli ...ook
. If.
‘
'/ J • t :- 1 rVo'di •
.,
-
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Only as h® evaluates from available
information, ean the atfciinistrailer justi-
fy the existence of the ;';ro.
:
raj i In hia
school* If ho Is to avoid a complacent
satisfaction based upon his own hunches
and ft clings, much effort must be mad©
to study personnel work in an objective
and critical manner*
©search should become an integral * >art of a
guidance pr>©gram and evaluation should play an im-
portant cart in strong ibening it. fn pointing out the
1/
services needed in. a goof guidance program# hyors sa; a:
btill another service which Is
essential to the success of a eojspro-
hensive program of vocational
,
ui< unco
Is that of research. ... It includes#
(also}* evaluating the techniques msd
ethoda used la other sorvl os* It is
not so much a service to the individual
m it ia to the program as a whole. It
is concerned with checking up on th©
effectiveness of other services and dis-
ccverlng t air strong anti weak points
with a vi©v? to rtren; ;thoui:r t5ss p". -errez-::*
In schools# and else*; -.©re# guidance has come into
prominence but then: still exists a degree of healthy
skepticism* Unless Industry and society ca i bo con-
vinced that it has value# it rill pass life sassy other
educational fads* studies attempting to prove that it
.ees work, . 1 1 ' ! eve to ' « nr: 'c.
In their critique on the methodology of or -eri '.er„-
tatl* in tl c eveluaf lor of guidance# « 111Ianson mid
i
.
Vocal; i-:. rail fuidaneoT'
*
cUraw-Iiill Dock
Com; ury# foe* X94X- * 116.
£
Uordl introduce their r r.per by bringing out the need
of evaluation before launching into the ex erij ;onte in
2/
liethov .olc^,v • TLe* says
V ith digressing attempts to system-
atise the concept of counsellor, to
aescriue its techniques, and to delineate
its objectives, the need .for evaluative
studies has become Insistent* - oscrip—
tie s of prograrus of vocational and ed-
ucational counseling usually close vlth
a euBErary statement that further improve-
moat in this field Is do; ancient upon
evaluation studies* In other r, >rd»#
currently used techniques of counseling
HHist be subjected to scrutiny and eval-
uation in order that more effective ones
may be devoir, od*
According to the Ceimitfceo on AthicaX r&ctices in Veca-
3/
tional Guidance Agencies, good foXXcv-ur. procedures
should become one of the principles of any agency doing
vocational nuisance* This oould he true, not only of
a public agency, but of a vocational depart. asnt in any
school or university . To quotes
..ho greatest uoafnesa of ,»efc egeteiti
XT rrir^miSi&on end 1* B» bo-rain, -The valuation
of Vocational and educational Counseling * A Critique
of the sthodology of fesoeritaeats* bducafional and
jg. c._
_
po .. v.y’-q -tSj . Jr- m ^ "“'X .
'
2 , ‘Criteria for Araratsir/.: a Vocational Guidance
AgoaeyV .eport of the at Iona? Vocati'. al Guidance
sj elation Commix fee 1 t. .© Bfchieaf ractlces in
Vocation;:;! Guidance ..• panelos, Jes-e A. . -ovis, Ohair-
jaaa# caseations, AA (Boveabsr 1141 j, p* 84*
.
is the failure to fbllce up Zr& results of
the service* Guidance practices will al-
ways jo questioned until nut..' ieient objec-
tive evidence of thoir value is on record*
from the few foregoing quotations it is apparent
that the need for sc ie kina of •valuation ot appraisal
of guidance practices is a recognizoC raqulrcoosxt for
a c imeeiing ; rogrga. In order to make evaluation
possible, however, some j>rografci of action mist be
car: led out by tho Individual who hm. boon counseled,
rules© he has done ax nothing as i result of his guid-
ance, ao amount of follow up on that Individual would
prove that the counseling had or ha not been effect-
ive*
difficulties c.f rvalue Ini.— ‘ chnoivj ed j. ip If .at
the ©valuation of guidance is a necessary part of the
proi^ram, does n t In ly that it is an easy teehnl ;ue
to employ-
'
:any difficulties are involved In the making of
an effective evaluation. Guidance does not easily
fend Itself fee , cientific Inflations* Such
• l.odology implies the necessity of a mm
He lack of an ac.cc uate or all-i tclusive criteria is
another of the limitations which the research wos&er
i i up ralr.i. g ;/... idoru.o must face, fheref u.*g, grr. -'tin.
-hat the effectiveness of guidance will in the future
rr
depend upon reeesreh in the area of ev:\lu f;.tl n# tlio
problem ©till is that of find! ip an ado inate moth. U~
ole j of woearch* oi?$ studies on the methods of
evaluation are needed* It is so important* nevort: e-
less# that «e cannot wait until such tine a.. an effect-
ive othod has been developed. A f« studies# a'- tempt-
lap to appraise the value of guidance# have boon • ©no#
fund it is wall to look to Jheso for help and supposi-
tions.
ne of the first large-scale at to. pts at appraisal
v,au ciad© by the Adjustment Service# ou ex orlmont in
adult guidance# carrion on in Kew York City fro.:,
hebruavy Ifbo to .lay Inhi. fear o.. Am fcvolv® volumes
describing this expcplncnf in guidance are devoted to
appraisal in ao;ao forn. hach one ©f then ..one imniio
of the difficulties encountered in .uahing an adequate
- ipp# ed#
fhis does not mean that it can
be evaluated completely in toms of its ultiia-
ate results. ucU of the value of puluance is#
©no will continue to remain, lutaif ible# and
its worth l.ipossible of ecsapleve quantitative
determination. 'Moreover# it is impossible to
set a ti.no Unit within which th© total values
of guidance will boco, e obvious. Certain results
XT™ I.rraXIoIpv T?„ ^tndj of fuc. na.rod i.-lio -to of tho :td-
j uatrsent -orvlv-e . f.Oifca'i AesoXiahEen or Adult dues*-
tloo# "hew 1 orn# "”1 55* foravord.
*
of the guidance may an esc? soon after con-
sultatIc v it advisor. fch~r results swy
seen too renote as to npp-sar to have little
relation to the original guiaanee process,
although there imy actually h© ouch a roia-
j .. i . * a
understand that any sort of evaluation is
oxeeedingl^ dif.. ioult and limited*
In another of uno AdJostaeBt Service studies# u:e
find the following quotation:
IIo way has : at boon devised to measure
tli© value of a e« aasel big service I . ter;.is
of Its results* Tire prooews of the Adjust-
ment of an individual no bis environ.: nit is
oonti iuous throughout life* The old theory
ci fitti',; the square peg in o fro sqiiaro
bnl£ ;‘r nuts note be ; is© both irxL.IvIdual
Bftil environ :cifit are constantly changing
variables *
Doth of these authors tsrtbsg cut the time element
which is an irnortarg cons tderation in evaluating the
effectiveness ot the counseling
;
recess. It Is true
that the question of optima© time interval will v- ry
wito i ©aeb iiialvidusl.. •- itl » one the effect ’.venose of
the counseling nay take rl&ee at estse* with others
the results nay not be in evidence until a much longer
time has elopawd* Influences# outside of th® counsel-
In- situation# a;; result in iaiml :d&iog! the efleco of
the counseling; others nay facilitate t- e effect* rUr-
r* 7 T,' 7avl.T7s# d:~ lents on n. ;. ...
^ .j In. - .dfnst .out
.
n ,_:z777n --3Sv c;Lo.ti :: for adult i^ucsticn, ;©y York,
1_\ - o :o-o. rd.

tier investigation on tbo effect of 1 .torv-cainr tl :©
between the counseling and the subsequent adjustment
of the Individual is needed.
Gc^plete objectivity in evaluating counseling Is
45a almost unattainable goal. it £iey b© >ossible to
iceaaaape the effectiveness 02 guidance in tor- is of whet
ti
-e individual is aecdspliania toecsuac of the euQgea-
viona . -ado by the counselor 3 but that dee® not take
into consideation xiore i./f>ox*tan.t results such as In-
creased knowledge of opportunities# (plater i might,
increased self'-cociflclenee# or better understand!: 1= •; of
sail* trie eraotloaiil reaction of the individual
iulght be would be- well ni h impossible to evaluate.
These are just sono of the intan :ible values of counsel*
lag w ioh rads© ©value, ion difficult*
briefly sumt ari-sin* the iaaaetraaey of evaluation,
-iff ia- ucui ami :*&hn In their book say*
•.. valuation of the effectiveness of
personnel work can not as yet be adequate,
the problem is so broad and readies into
so many areas that present techniques carmot
.
‘jwicufc of valuation ,-- f “Liidance is to be
ev.-iuate-d, now then shall it be dorse? loss© of the
#
'
u.i £ V-S <& ""“IlT Hnson arid * » - ehn. Int^uiuction to
high w-. i-. '-u., ecunsolia,. ,« o\ . . . ..-iilliTTiooir’
Coip&ny » Sc. 1940, p.86f
.

difficulties of such & procedure have boon ;iwi usiy
pointed cut* be nay agree with those who uaiatnla that
In attempting to ev? lueto guldr- . ce tecl antiques, recog-
nit;ed research lethodc should bo esaployed* but to
attempt to ©s'=- raise guidance and counseling by experi-
mental or scientific ms » Is 1m i lost sur-
mountable bar^ lore* In iwlowinr the studies, thus far
attested, i.illianson an4 Bordln ml e mention oh Jha
fact that an Impediment to more exact evaluation is ids
o
inability to control the eonr itic- ts dor an ode -.tie to
best of counseling;* . oat attempts at controlin • e
variables have raet'vrlth little success. They have taken
a so ie»hat pessimistic attitude the progress
that hao been rsade toward adequate scientific evaluation
uai.utaini;ig hi t its efloo .Mveuoss a»e :L ui & by
L...10 types of attitude nolo, by orsciiuel workers* The
first, they soy, is that of the a«i»-ehair type ssain-
fcal. ’ that counsel! ig is held to be self-evident * The
soco \4 is that of the personnel worker wno maintains
that eomg' • ; in caaiior. be stvlussei xicause ary attempts©
to stud?' It will create an artificial situation, which
will not even rerjotel; resemble too real counselinr
situation* So far it can be said that attempts to lea-
sure the ei foctiveaeti’s or guidance by the scientific
laot lod have n-.fc reduced sufficient ovi&ene# that It con
Is
4
be done satis feet riff '
.
As suggested by the Yocatio ial uuidimc association
Coa follow-up , -oMd beoo a one r:.&t ..of of yud, • l ^
ti%© em&acy of a service. '©llow-uo >f f ;; ier clients
is a requisite if a .iUi&nce service is to acknowledge
that guidance is a continuous 'process, Oteldane* it n
process timt *war ends* &nl cnee a mrso. seeks the
help of a guidance expert* As she IX bo isdo to feel
that his life plan has not oeen drawn In a single inter-
view* out that ho can return for further hoi when he so
desires. Anofc -or iiBoortarrfc feature it the fallow-up
boenaiutte Is that clients ©soressod ootalons are inpor-
J/
taut in the evaluation process, As 1-ilbert ;wm says 5
Let us , -avo more studies using stu-
dent reaction an one factor In toe evalua-
tion of counseling. The eusto :or is not
always ri, ht» 'but tbs custe. er r s act :.tude
is always a factor that deserves evaluation.
-Ms suggests the sontl.suixg need, for evaluating
corns©ling in terns of the opinions of those arsons
who have been counseled. heir react ic 1, t eir at-
titudes, aac the:r sup c-st tens are ;md will continue to
be an in ortout phase in toe whole orobXe.;: of evalua-
tion*
1* “ filbert wrana* : o.ecea o , aseareh o< Couoselia.. * , e-
port o:. the fcixfcepqfch Annuy i . ootln of the -itoricon
atloaf C^obrcir^

iis© approach used in this evaluative study is mm
wherein the clients* jud^erits of quality o£* coua^ol
Ing received have been solidtod, analyze:. , and re-
ported •
iV
ill
-
. x . ... L -
l *
— Leaders £a the
Meld oh education hsfei ta*inc the lest two doeadoa,
been fully mmz*® e£ the- value of roliow^yp stuulss in
e’lrelaatihg their eeheel £iv*-.-5rsHS« .vhis is e?14^eed
by the gre at number cf ©todies a-Mah iuvr©
been the rolgeet cl sswml .altera* theses and doe**
1/
torn! dieeertnfcio: a* Ardree* in Mg study, reported
ixat he 1. rtasi Ii_ alec- 3»A distinct Aol^nv-u; studios
L^-d*.-- during the years 1040 end X‘dM, oh.o • ferity of
tnoue aluaaoa -;g .'ounci t© ’>o caparisons o..
;
.«>su~3©lool
activities *nitfe &>»ach-Qol ox erlenses* «•;. again too in**
vestigatoro were jew Mg to find the relati &A
,
•-•?*
Xae.: oh relatione riip, fcotvNMK* the academic iapalning end
poet«»schf>‘3l activities. > i>n asmas at n/xtc Usv©
bean made 1 5 anoraiss .present ©cuestlone! practices.
ilio reader ie retorted to the excellent ©ornery or
Mon© follo-v.- /> gaudies of school leavers in in* 1 area 5 3
uiissiiie* -j&elvidod in f.i: review are general e^.t.n.i./Xoe of
-
... 1© l.o..a„ . MxxMori •- - >: - « i - ,'.o el >oet.'..r*»
o-v a il am 'an- is&tien* 1040,
- IS

Id
a selected group of those 5GC studies
.
In evaluating t\ ®ae reverts, x. Andreo co abends
that most o.f them show '.-he se e obvious ueaknes©, in
that those responsible .for follow-up hav usually been
content to lea1 •; :.>ael at flits© in a&ucfix: 1 -• oil
;
'rant loo,
when they should mvo added a forward look to adjust-
joenta for youth ; :.io :\eed poat-waohool ./..faunae* his :iain
thesis is that a follcuMip should eossact© strong thening
by furthest action, and by extendi: xr- the counsclin : ©pn<*p-
tualty to youth in the pes';-schoat i>e -lod, wno feel tbo
need for* further nuidanee* Only in tills ©a, , ho Tsalst-
tal is* e ti \ . r- .!< n-~up* he a coo l&a -nthor t xm Just a
study* Ho found hat far too rangr or thaaa studies
tended to lose tha individual wb> was bein' • followed, up
in o sc«e or statistics* :,Bata, ;i he sane? ‘musi b use-
ful* the colloetlon of fact© netro i to nabe reports to
superior of: leers is not Justifiable. 1"
further proof of the great prevalence ox7 fclicwHop
studies : :it y be sex i fro the large number of references
to ties© studies in educations! ms ; . lessee blbliogra-
pries. 11 -ns© on echccl-leavora , etter;: bi.-. to detanslaa
the value of the school «urricu3te in relation to tn©
students* a occupational or educational status, far exceed
those v,* if: hr-ve tom: nsde attainting to evaluate school
g.uiaa* c. •• T, r*f grans. . ©re is an even greater dearth of

smterial deal in. with tb@ m&luatlon oh
.
at ..a: cc on -ho
post-school '•.oriod on the adult level*
1 allow-Uo o;
’
S
t—• ;Cho Cl '' il LsdCQ *-~ 1 :,m all l and
guidance or the adult level is not w&* There has si-
waj/B existed a desire for xkpsqos of .all ages- to seek
advice and exp-aart counsel on ih© problc. ss wiiieli have con-
fronted thsau. Within the last too decades » the iy.sport-
anco of ostahlisl^ni. agencies for adult counseling has
been evident. Groat inpefci • ? was linen. this ftesvemnit,
when I the early nm t of tho h iotic. * the Gfolvei sity
il
©f . .inr-eset? v.f-do their study on ha i^ospXcy:.omi pro-
bleiss of adults. Tills studs v:as -ado dur-tn the ce-
res/; ion ;uar-’: and resulted ir an increased ap refla-
tion of the need for adult counselin • sn a professional
basis- The depression sears siay not have created the
need for adroit counseling, but it did toad to os^hastse
tiio necessity* an b ‘ :i h It "srcibl;. to ';.. - crjtonci a
of educators; and in ustrial leaders*, c.ial agencies
be. -tin to open their <'oers to Individuals for the y uvpcso
01 giving counsel on unenr-la^csTt and adjust- wilt pro*
hi©;-*®. These Interested
,
mips be , .cn to recognise that
or. ble;os wore not entirely e-f an. cecncnie origin* and
could not be attributed entirely to the t c rcss.lon. .
Xr^CTT^^irtcrson, :iThe T1 imobo, ln.ada^’ejit .• o-
seerch ro, oct. aersonnei Journal , > clT-338.
.
or these probleiiS* they believed, had the lx* roots in
faulty orso ml adjustment# end the oh;.- ?e88l m - x-rols
i i iteasIfieo tiim i •
ia
-it, oi' the pioneer ©aperta..nts It set tint dp on
mult eodnselin. bureau was the fdjuste .ex . crviee of
view fork City* ..he A&erleaa Association of Adult r<u~
2/
ue&fcion has published a tw©Xv©**voiu-.:e . t on t
work of this project# ^ or any one i it©rested In the
field of adult counseling mu., guidance this who!©
series makes v» •rthasaile roanlxg. fho sutf&r regrets
that publication oi those valuable reports has ceased
although the voltriet mentioned jug. to found in many
university 3 . ibraries •
2/
-me first oi' these volumes gives a general sum-
marisation. of findings as reported by the subsequent
. Is a brief doeerlp-
tio of the i.' ur studies wnich will bo reviewoc. in this
paper.
the object of the t? . oneral A:>. raisal of the Adjust-
ment harvlee* was to secure end present the © >Inions
©i ccsspetent observers on the effectiveness of the
organisation the service had set up. « ..roe observers#
1 * <; 02*0 :© * • © rtley am: others. ,,.ho Jugte . 't for
...
•
•
’
d -if. t c ...
c
1 1 1 .. 1 /-f..,-
.
2,. <3
port of an
,
.
•oatle- . -...© . iUuft....:OjVb gerylee A .o-
Odd, .-•oat l!T TFu]
.
an educator, arid Industrialist, one* a social worker,
wore invited to s -end a wook at the Service making an
appraisal of the worth of the Adjustment Service as a
whole—Its t r.. anisstl . its ©rsonnel proeedurt.
,
and.
Its effect ., on th< i
lad! report Is unique in Itself in the manner in which
the observations have boon siisraarlsed. Critically and
in an unbiased manner the ctrerg ths and weaknesses have
been pointed out. All observers were favorably im-
pressed by the reception tcciialques, the selection and
training of too counselors
,
and all a, reed that the
organisation as a whole was effective and that it was
meeting, its objectives as well as it could under the
prevail in
;
conditions, dm c ief adverse critic is
was that th© service did not do enough vocational
placement* it was also suggested that there should be
greater eco.swiifcy cooperation and that a definite sys-
tem of follov-u.- • .mould be instituted.
doilowing the suggestlens made by these &, raisers,
o eo. prehenslv© fcllev/-un program was launched. Ihree
reports are bevoted to this largo scale follow-up ap-
praisal. She first of those i
1/
the Adjustment Service. fills siucy reports th©
attest to learn what the clients thought of the help
1*. S. iaif Ins Clients* C--lni .ns of the .•u.’usb: ar-
borvice .
*
.
••
they had received and the extent to which they had
acted. u >on the au£; cations mue to then. -ho results
showed that about two thirds of the clients felt that
the service hac been of value especially in giving
thea a better understanding of thenselves, fhe infer-
ration on the clients was glesned from a questionnaire
sent to 2,829 clients selected from the first 9,000
cases who cone to the Adjustment service*
wsi p this saiae questionnaire , a second study, of
a store c tiorehonsive nature, was made of o selected
group of lOJ clients. his la t.: ,o study reported by
a/
Piss -clop, a
.
..raduate student of read ers Col tegs,
..e u bia liversii „ . . very bit of available case
record material was used. .Axis was supplemented by
data from the questionnaires and, in some cases, from
personal Interviews with tho clients.
' a© purpose rr tils case record study was to ueter-
silne to -what extent these selects clients had . rue a
satisfactory adjust tent toward a chosen ; al. Initial
progress toward a goal., rather than the final outcome
of the counseling , woe the basis for the evaluation,
it was found that about 5? per cent of the clients
. d , Ilsur-
'S* bfia^-cl /""Vp tuc^; of f.ne march a.~.--eni. r of the
Just; cut
:
ervice.
'
ate with their abilities and interests* and were ex-
periencing satisfaction in the , -arsu.lt or that goal.
mi© purely statistic - .1 study was .iade or the
clients aho I -ad registered at the borvico* A tictailed
report of the characteristics of the clients is '/re-
sented in the volwm ©atitlod, "Vea lljousand Clients
1/
or the Adjustment Service. H Included in this stud;
are the age and sex of clients, uher© ti op lived, their
nationality, number of dependents, their prevl as con-
tact with social agencies , educational status, eccu a-
tional Istor; , topes of problem presented, ant: the
kinds of sug gest lo-is mac© b; the c • unselars
.
one purpose of this stud; was to give a detailed
v .ser-i .>tion of the clients as a basis for further
evaluation* 1. os© basic figures were 'needed to define
toe gr up studied*
obis study reseated data essential to tho appre-
ciation of ac work of the Adjustment borvicc* d.e re-
port has shewn the essential resemblances and differ-
ences of these individuals, together with s-- :e facts
re, ardin. the services rc tiered them*
. .
C. a. Counseling Ser-
» . . - . * .
. ,
Clients of the Adjustment service *

It.
vie© was mde by F**ar. »t# rera the 15 un| «•»
who had taken advantage of the service# 100 were se-
lected for the- ' urroce of nulrin, couplet© case his-
tories# Ineludi
,
their test results, reports from
counselors, their educational \ istoiy, tl eir work
his tor,.-
,
and the direct and indirect results of the
service# ih© reactions of the counseled© , as re-
flected in their t;isuors to questionnaire, are in-
due.. cl in urt*e stuck# n :h- w -ole Ms ar or is a
good source of information on the Job Counseling Ser-
vice ©rfnrned at the Boston Y# . C. ; •
he bject of 'this study was to dote- ine whether
or not the Job Counseling Service had. done trie Job Or
which it was intended and whether it has earned a well-
defined place in the com unit;. # .-.lie service served men
from the ages of 18 to 55 and attempted as a result of
these findings to adjust the non mere successfully to
life particularly tur- up advance! education and choice
of suitable vocations# It was found that the Job Coun-
selIn
:
Service is doing a worths? lie word in the cotsau-
nlty, and on© that will norit continuance and expansion
i ix months after recolvi ig the first clients, the
.tain results of ihe Job E
•/ice. of the Boston Y# M* C# &» Ublis ou
vaster f s • peals, fostou uiivorsity , -chool of ducat 1
1955.
..
.
3/
Jew even Uuida cu service
. sade an evaluahi on study
of their clinic, ! litr eases were selector, for c -
piste ease studies. Jotea were taken iron the case
records as they had been recorded by the counselors
»
and each client was personally interviewed b the
writer of :he study, e material elicited fro i t ose
evaluative interviews* added to ami c ;eeked against
the data in the folders* 1'?.s the core of the studv,
.
fhe purpose of the study was to ascertain what
goals had been set by the clients and how nearly they
ilia, boon achieved. bQ responses fro the interviews
were tabulated and from these it was concluded that
tlie large majority of clients had achieved at least a
step in the right direction of attaining their seals
Wiiich baa been set up at the service,
; iss Coo, the author, points out the value of such
a study as hers, by saying that vocational counselors
know far too little of the re suits of their labors , and
r.r© generally so prooeeu led wit! routine counselling
and office duties that they neglect important matters
of research and follow-up, bladings ©mi onelusloos of
follow-up- and. research would aid materially in helping
counselors set atondt-ras and >e: -foct tec! .mi ucs.
,
..even. Ail 'avaluati - :-n dtudy ,
'
s ccttmibjons, . .VXU
i L ebruory 1940 3 , Sbl-34: •
'
' no port o • a study* made at the Yeung > auon* £
1/
Christian Association of bo3ton, is devoted to an
evaluation or the counseling service performed by
that agency* The main object of the stud;, was to in-
vest!^ at© the facilities available in the cltf of bos-
ton for counsel lug young women* and to propose and
outline a eocmuiiby guidance service* Hov?over, the
section devoted to the appraisal of the Y* .... C. / .
Co.aiselin^ Service 1© well worth reviewing* ; care-
ful study was mad© of the cos© records of all clients
who had co-
©
to the bureau charing a seven month’s
period* these re-ords wex*© analysed in detail to find
out who the clients wore in tens of their background
ie*» &: e, residence* e cat u ? roil Ici, economic
status* national it;
,
fo sup; lenten t title information, a questloonalre was
sent to 1178 clients* but no follow-up was .ado of
those who c id not reply. £h& statistical summarisation
is based upon 3fl replies which represents about 30 er
cent of the total number of Questionnaires sent. . 'need
ut 0,1 the f hidings fre her quest 1 o.- ;m iro , is a Dewle
concluded that the c lients had boon helped In making
X/“ ’“’ITzeTTrTcW.is
,
rAn Investigation of Facilities for
Vocational Mjustoeat and reposal© for a Guidance ro-
grara for .ut-of-school f un, foi ea. of Boston. • Unpub-
lished Doctor •» heals, harvard University, -chool of
.. aucction# 1 >3 h

bottom v .. e » 1 . new jobs.
in leomln,. to use the resources available fcr aidiii
the© in the solution or their treble s. Accord! ng to
thegit**!© 1 own stefceoonts, fc 105 felt more confident
in themselves, and felt that they bad u better ;jnow~
ledge of their osn < ;ualiflea ^ions as a result .£" the
y
counseling.
: hert dole” attested a two-group control tedi
-
nieue in evaluating the guidance service of the hoys*
flu© .t orceofcer, asraenusefcts. two groups,* each
composed of Id-, members of the club, wore stucrleJ in
Idol, no retp liac. received vocational guidance | the
otiior group 1 -ad om*0lle in the club’s oeucatloual de-
partment but 1 au not received any counseling. tom ared
on. the basic of age, intelligence, class rades, school
narks, physical dovolcpnent, health, iudustrf rasnees
and behavior, a. . it X e *ca;;,iG. : . »ec : a . o, n? ti -
ality, sne social ami economic status, the two groups
were found to fe vein nearly alike. In 1936 , the ©one
sort of a eoriiarisen ^ss : mde. in fc.ni© ex ori .ont,
the
.
.retp differences wore more -renounced. school
atfaiii oot wss greater in. the advisee cases ; school
retardation was &ore 'prtsnoua^sed in the non-adoiaed
.
• ? Soctteetions , #1X1 £Msy,
*'
-
cases* The windvise- v;oro without works on the whole*
more than vore the a* vised* Consiaox^ablv more o the
at.vised than unadvised had jobs that could be consider-
ed as offerin;;; better opportunity for vocational ad-
vene. eracnt* sue their weekly earnings wore higher* There
wore u ro changes in employment or jobs in the unadvised
cases* iearXy five tl pi u ' teed boys express-
ed satisfaction with their work than the aon-advised.
In social behavior, it was found that on© advised bey
against eleven unadvised had been adjudicated a crinlxaal
—year period con-
sideration
.
o general conclusion was:— .Vtoreas he two
,
roups
were quite coern&rable i .. IdSl, fey 1333 the at;vised
group had gained a distinct advantage over the unadvis-
ed
.
r-sur* with respect to every factor measured*
The forego Inn brief s .canaries of previous studies
has been presented to Indicate ho® follow-up studies
have been carried cut. Vania :ions In procedure and
maimer of obtaining information has ;cen in evidence*
one of these studies are ci taoro cncral value t an
others but all have bean s
;
festive and helpful,
directly or indirectly, iu the ou ministration of
this follow-up study *

L... Tu\ JLV
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Tx iG 01 fa..~
historical develop-' -.ent of the Conns e dor»
vice— In & stud,, eercorne- with an analysis of
clients * opinions of counseling received* it see&s
desirable to provide an overview of the do ertraent
in which these clients ware served. :cforenees to
Br a of t c najor ovolap ante collet 1 ram G o
annual reports of the director will serve t indi-
cate hot; the services of the dcvart?'>oiit have beer, ex*
tended to neat new seeds*
ider the direction of refuse- r apron , v;e
-r: b.-rs of a faculty e Itroc, vf- a Port of
Gturent Counsel!:
: and ellpious ctivities rms
created Isy ••"resident harsh in Sej temJber of Idol. f ©
de )&rt sent was organized, for the purpose of serving
students seeding counsel up©?* personal, educational*
vocalic al, roll, i us, and ethical "poblems, and to
relate sue*; students to those van could be t assist
them to meet their difficulties.
fhe --rinciolee adopted by the com tittee at the
y
time ox* organination wore as folic* s
IT^sTon diversity Annual deports or the resident
a n. rcasuror of the thivarsity » If ( ( ctober lf>2)
27

1* ^ach student is different mid requires
individeal eoas iuoratioa
.
2* elate the student whenever necessary
to the objective and purpose of the
iiiversltf
«
3. Utilise t te valuable results or ex-
ertmerits In the use of teats and nee-
.
. ,cfet» to uo; >artue. ital re rasentat;' vec
all departmental problems *
5* Utilise the ejsnert service in stalent
counselin,; that our University ofr rds.
o. discover nt.lv.:
to solve hie own nx&blwm*
7* ollow-up ... o. c s indents wherever
: osb
I
ble.
The mute of students who have eoiae ©it ;.cr volrn-
tartly or b„ referral to the depart, wni has increase
greatly cince its inception, twi c toe iirsv year*
ace rdtn to the .,;lreet; r’s aam&l report to the roe -
y '
ent» six hundred individual students . ad cal nee, and
received counsel* am...in tl a Its or prebio s pre-
sented that first year was the choice of a vocation*
An 1.. iortoat step was taken durin, the sect* no year#
when with the close coo era-lo.i v/it.- tl bureau of
- let ‘.oats* a personid t r was uo voles od to no
filled out If. the students in all of the colleges of
1* ..o-ston university Annuel ooorts oi the resident
aid Iroasuror of one University. Vi I ( etcher 1138).

the University. . limy students who filled out tho form
tore referred to the counseling of ice for consultation
on their vocational choice. Hits -obese of tho work has
boon considered by the students to ho rendering them a
large service, not only in placement, it in helping
thou nake vocational plans*
wise depression years forced an. ever increasioi; and
standing denand upon tho c ;unsoli-ig department. .ring
tli© year 1933 a new project was launched for the nur*' os©
of Peiping students find their own way in oho choice of
a life career, this was done in cooperation with the
deans of several depa t ents and the Bureau of Appoint-
ments A cues tie naira was distributed on r-epiotratio ..
of the second semester* though. there was no cora-
pulsion ahout filling out this form, over four hundred
students requested interviews* ...ho quest Ira.rmir© dealt
mainly with v- cations! problem c© -.fronting the student
body
,
and their necessary prepare ion for it. An ep;-or-
tunitp was given them to ccn.e to the department for a
battery of teats that they night bettor «p raise tlioir
own vocational c-ssibillties* 11 e re© :-o- -s© was such
that even wit! added assistance, the- edr ortuent Tras un-
able to care : or at least one hundred student* who ex-
pressed a desire for a orsonal interview* . ;any of the
students, recipients of tie testing and counseling ser-
vice, ex reseed boil verbally one in writing their sin-
.
cove appreciation of this s-.rui<i©nee* Isoldes veoa-ional
problem
,
many student© came to the department for
guidance on rchlesns of a more personal nature*
It was cjarin. this year* 1955* that the hi. h school
c' mno:’ i. . r.orvie® v?r o men tef. to sc oo”. was visit-
o
©cl, upon invitatimi# e t ie >ur? oso cl assistini. the
juniors and seniors to see vnare olosrly their scholets-
tie problem a in relation to their vocations* this
pointed the- way to a service whied the university lias
since adopt e-: . and by w Ich they are renderin ; a rent
deal of assistance to these high school©, and are
develop in, e. close rolatinnsnip between the schools- tfid
the university as a whole, ’dbo years following have
resulted in an even Increasi ig development in high
school-c 1X0:0 roletir .shin?.
In cooperation with the cleans of several denartruants,
and ti o • lureau of Ar ->olnbr;o»ts # a new --Inn for student
interviews was undertaken in 195b for the urpoee of help
career and in solving their problems* 'fix© essential
feature of the nan development was the introduction of
a cumulative 'persound record, .hat would assist the
Bureau of Appointments In ndtlng recoxr mir ation to
future employers v/hon a stud© -t bee rue a cane date for
a position*
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In 1933* tli© detain, tor testin* sad g-uidaac© 8©r~
vie© '.-as oxhendob in two ways: first* to school ©ys~
#
render a service to has students served* but i, tended
to &£.tmxu the influence o£ the University to centers
which tend pupils to Boston University • haoy - '©rants*
ls©arii\ of the; service in the high schools* esa© volun-
tarlit to olio acp&rltieni for counsel about their high
school sons sac daughters,
hrsiotus was given the ves it service* wl«@n in the
year 1037 , an advisory • .ersonnol boiasilfetes* ©closed of
twelve faculty others* war ap 2®hsb by hi*© roo . out to
g place fclio fees . . ee •
cuad e ue&tloaal basis ocjs. .ibl© and also to sow© as a
©oordiaatii:. agency • h leaflet doscribio; tl.e hi. ms of
tests used was no §r u to fee-alllari*© ti.o student body
sit. d o wor* waled was Going cionv. fhre© i&mdred and
two students war© heaved in this y ear. Ti-e © hiv.ees
ware apprcu&^ately three hours in length. the soot
prevalent areas of student prcbXssaa were educational
and vocational,
Hie year 2.938 saw an ©von greater increase in the
nmbor of student© who cave in for testing and for
i y
interviews, -v rdln to _:o director's report there
XT Tst? :-, Ivcro lx.;/ u o:uc
.
,
>..
-rfca of, '&
L
resident
and ~iv - sJijcJ' oITt e X^r^slty~
.
,
.' ctoberift j

were 1,057 in* ivicual students c/h ma» to tlio Tic©
for Interviews and *v> ?roxlaatel;y 2,89 toots were sd»
ilnistered. It was durin. this yo"-n, ; "so, that the
service was exto stad to colleges end universities out-
aid© of Boston University.
The types of •• personal difficulties most fro;uontly
encountered were vocational decisions end. o ueatio; al
-'r :/eloris. 3*.-cause of the increased dkt <rid for teeting
and s-eori.’: of tests, the Internet1 • • ml lousiness est
e ‘l • teniae was leased i 1 o , v<r. wan t
first mchdne leased to a hnsr.aehusetts university,
1th the cooperation of the College of easiness A&*<n-
istratlon, it was possible to continue the rental of
this .machine > fIch has helped Tutorial!; in facilitating
the vast Buoyant of scoring vhdeh has been. necessary-
.
• hie ‘-sr-. ' • o; ; It h, - e of • To ‘ h'v'- a
around Boston having on© of those naehlaee, it has been
able to extend the scoring service to n&ny schools and
colleges that are doing testing in their guidance de-
part; ants.
Tae outside service tojr.uhoel* ha; been continued
m*a the isxxber of adults c- saint. to the depart? lent for
test!: increased considerably • • © director, in his
V
1941 report, states:
cue to uneBiploymeat , scores of adults.
1 * Boston ^nlvorcitf an at/T , ic ; -ort; ; of pu up i-rosic on
t
A-
-
1- F o- . IT TV- r ~. .. TT-ilvoF If, 1 c: beF
.
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most of then college graduates hove
sought the services ox* our testing
division because they found it some-
times necessary to change their
occor=>, 4:, orso. s nave .0 -
©r&ll? sou, h% Inforsaatlo. ; about vo-
enti al epportuxlfclee, t e train-
lag ?.nd abilities required tOT the
floins in nhioh thep n-re interested.
liaving once asopted the plan of encouraging r alts,
or non-university clients, to avail themselves of the
tc if •x; sorvl. it has r,o. :ea advis, bio to ec >ti>>u©
%ith this phase of the work. A large majority of
these ccs e eve been high soloed s • abouts fm: cur-
round!, ;g tonne v.he :avo recognised the need for a
hotter appraisal of their own aptitudes cod abilities
before deciding upon their ultimate vocal iongu goal.
i-s cos. objectives.*— In order to dote -air fc
what extent the DoperP ent of Cotmsoli g - ervice ie
looting Its objectives in respect 10 its non-university
clients a brief statement of the aim and objectives
is herewith m, .tod.
*cee uhr the deflni tie. that, A ti- al pulesane©
*f assisting, the individual to chocs©
an occupation, re-ir.ne ho;» .1'.,, enter Upo it, one. pm -
,ross in it, " ti.e i
;
arteent -f •• unsel 1 p does not
profess to select, ncientificallp or otherwise, the
one a- a; suit right veers ie . .» an individual . ft ales
rather- to assist in making the right choice b
.
ivisg

the client a better lowlodtge or his o«a assets md
lini; "tic.ia aad sow . ni; lit be used moot ei. actively#
la the .. anal analysis .an choice of & life career a.; ould
be mao© by the lndiv Ldual, inat c^miee, aaturdJiy being
ho
.,
osoibi it^.s ol achioveiont, ;*Gt oat -,hlch
will call upon t.ao client’s beta abilities, rocoghla-
inv uie XiodCt tions oi tests, general fields of occa-
...
tests miJit be in selecting a life work, they have not
3©t at-cained the
.
la.ee where specific occupational
choices can be iaaut • Vi at the Counseling imic« con
assist an is cl vkual in .eking a choice, on the basis
©f test©? ia oi e of its "min objectives.
because guidance should be a continuous process,
ana because the contact with the individix&X should not
rl • •• .
of Counseling bervioe offers its as... isten©© to its
clients at aaf time t ..at thsj aay ,.-ish to roUi Cor
further guidance ©no testing.
-QF. t'.
.
,cu^ Cou.it 1 .,
.
^ei..,u^re .— .eats lor each
indivldur 1 are selected on the basis of the need and
problem present© by ... ~~uc.. . corns©!©© is
given, on the average, a bout six tests. he x«ocedure
followed r act client who nakes an appoint ent for
testing and counseling is as follows
.
1. roll-Inary interview.

Hm An Appraisal oi' ©due&tieual* er>
; loymont , and other achievements*
3* Hie selcctl n of obj : c' ' vo, anci
p«3 chenetric tests which bring to
the individual o knowledge of his
abilities, aptitudoe* and interests*
4. An interview for the interpret? fcion
of the test results*
5* suggestions for remedial measures
and programs.
6 • ollow-up interviews •
’2’lie coinsel ;in
;
service of jo- ton l nlveralty has
been developer to meet not only the leods of its own
students* but els© students Iron other schools and
colleges, mui adults who desire to receive profession*
el • .nice ce upon v-'catioruii* ecuc&tioi-al* o person*
c -it: p oblc*:..:s • Its services ars evAilablr t seco d-
or; schools ax.- roll; ious
.
roups, as well as t. ivi. cal

CHAt‘X£H V
icc&xm mo ? asm um & Lorn*
1::'-.. .££££&•— - s stated in t; e 1
uuctor* efcaptesg tills study is an attempt to aetonslna
tiio degree or sat isTaction attained bj the non-unlver-
Sa^: clients wiiC came to the department of Counseling
^erv.ee for vocational and educational guidance, sud
their responses to suggest possibilities of 1a-
proving fcre service.' it was J that between the
dates or bept«raber 1, 1943 end rente bor 1, 1944
tn0r'e w0r* g6? outside eases, c-f these there were
IOC £1ales and 167 ie.i&JLes.
fABLE I
UXST aBu; iOn id Cf, s
,iaies - 0...-Cuoa Total
cXassiil' tl n k>» . 0 * *0 •
Questiomaire gro up. _
.
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Cut of the total 267 outside cases, the question-
naire was sent i *16 selected for study, r these,
72 were ra&los and 144 were fenales.
•a anted in a. able I the otl er .'">1 clients not fol-
lowed up i" this study include 6 croons referred to
cli :ical workers, 5 persona who too,; tost.- but . id
not return for counseling service, end .. s eci.,1 tost
cases. Only those who had ccaer Xeted th* service then
by registering, completing the battery of tests, nd
receiving counsel at tho depart iesxt ware iacluueu in
the study.
. ectailc
u
es e: roleyed»— In order t secure ns nuefa
1. formation cr. -csslble cr ti esc foi*Der n n-un -Ivorsity
unfcs, the case records were carefully inspected. A
separate filing card was made out for each one die
267 cases Including their ease nusiber, addresses at time
of registration, their age anci sex, the roble 3 they
had >resenbet:, ihoir intellinsnco • u.:ti= etc crj . cammed
by the Otis tost if they ha take-* one, the doto when
they cmm to the denartraent, any other ©rblnent
information, the cards were than sorter into the group-
ing - , , -
will be quantitafcivelj analyse 1;-. a later section, en-
titled, ‘-Data on the Clients'’.
re s.^plaisont tho data, • nri to secure- . re up to date
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Information, p questiomaire end covering letter were
devisee and se 1 to ohc- 21C selected cMerits. upon this
it *ms hoped be learn hew they tie* happened to come for
counsel, what the; were now doing, whether or nt the
counseling had been of value to th ©is, we; o in wrlch tt o
do nrfront could be of urfcher assistance, and what
criticisms :.u<. t,
v ,
©silane they M lit have to of/cr
for the. Inp:-ovoinenf of the service.
A prellrdnory trial questionnaire war sent to fif-
teen of the more recent clients* dron this nine replies
wore received# ... e r r on: o: indicated that nendod
e anges In the questionnaire construction nor© in V 3
form of the cuostlonnMr© rather than content, -here-
for©, it was felt that no differentiation need be r.mde
between the reMleo o t © first fiffc en -. su those rt-
ft /iy
ceived frora Xnbto roller tetters* -he cuosi lonnelre end
y
covering letter? together with a self addressed strained
envelope, were forwarded to the remaining 201 non-univar-
sity clients who had registered between the do.t- s of
Scot e- ter 1, If;43 and heMessber 1, 1144. fhree loiters
wore returned fron tt© pest office because the addressees
could not be located. Percentages reported on the ques-
tiomaire group are based pen ;hlh cus s»
4
d. ->• ondix
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i,;or those ,.-ho .r^ e- inter-, e-. e in quest ..knirv ire
©todies, a schedule f returns he© no n Include a in he
I • n ..
w
ro&lztder in the ,oiv: of & >ost card was fori*- reed to
a
ue.-tic nrlre returns of 9e or yov cent o: oil
clients Included .
•
cent* ;m&: in, © total of 128 or o0 nor c n% >f the tetUil*
91th Uc.;h this ...ay be considered an ado- art© pore*. teg©
for the or os© of this study, a boo otic, effort was .see
C/
to secure adtiitl -n-.-l re onsos* -Another lettor was
• • OiiUiX
• Oiiv. Is:
O : tz
/

( » cc
l.inrl questloansire, was addressed to rfe x* . x~dining
-
•
s
.. *
the grand iottl of ©IX lies at the tlx© of this writ**
:

C, • ri^it VI
AdAUxBx^ wj? life. itfiSA
i^aeriotion or the Clients
case records .** In nrd is aodb data
as possible on ulna clients# the case records were care*
fully ansi;.: sod. ill avsileh’ e isitorriatio on the c limits
has been tabulated as a basis f-p sntvepin the following
question i
1. ' her© did the clients coi e fron-
2* old were they'
b. Kovf were they distributed as tc sex”
4. . m: did the/ com : rc witl the general ropul.* ~
tlcn in Intel!I once?
5* hat were their problems?
In sore res acts the available dote r.ov :• rot cr : h’e te#
hut the analysis has boon made noting Wh.. nature oh the
inccrrlote infer: mtlon* Hie reeuXts of the ’-unnt itstive
analysis of data are presented in the foil/ wing sec ‘on.
i^30.-,.lluic;s :-u r©sen to, by Uio tlienis.*- O c. I nto
wlio called at the k; art,eac car© frosj one i/uu. red . Ilf. r~
©nt localities. ih.oy include cities and towns in seven,
h
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It will be noted in rable 1 that the greater
t
aajoritt of clients, ar-proxi lately nine tenths, care
trcm cities err t vms in . assachusotts* Of those ore
address is unknown, it is more likely than not that they
too resided in assachusetta. Other state®, outside of
Massac} usetfee, are represented by if different e rents
or 8*2 per cent of the entire number of outside cases*
Clients care from €5 different localities in the
state of Me? sachusetts, ..ive of which are di feraat
fcl • „ t or '.:f ' r: •. n
• et> iroa roller ist a wr.. PC . c;. Is o.,> a: cent
of the - j. ss&chu. ettr eases, and 13* d per cent of the
pu her of outside cares* noun eases, outside of
^ J ioston, ..•tai 1 or 74 . b per cent o t «. ..otal number*
Cares fro© who© o.er-e is n imorrfion mr or 10 or *7
er cent oi all cares* It is interesting to note t
of the total number ©* cares from sintea, other than
Massachusetts » 11 or --0 per cent c^e from the state of
Mixm* Xho rest were? dietri .»ute< among the re tainlng
five states outside of Massachusetts
.
It can readily be seen that the e -artmont of
;oum-,rIi p; barviea has ©pros , its influence in a fairly
iuo
,
e ft Uical area, but that the aj, rity of the
|
bostna,

o feuewer fctoee ez c lent .
—
'ifot? .-©re the ellent e tiicfe.-.- utod m •" s ©
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•: V* :n»
tG ©0X7 **,
IV
AGE »Ud i EX I. Tv OTI08
.1 trailaide tx 03 )
wort '
irif-rsc© oi e, os under 20 i to o ex >aeteo since the o~
partmeaii o-. Ccum-ollR*-.; ©rvlce <;ee* e.atef iionnl caun^clioc
ri-''?/ily. o ©a oot -ro " o. -o< a3.cs 'o;o the >t? . ••• pj
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Future serv.ic s coni:- 1 't'- . for . ell;., its .-- The
Deo art -r.ent of Counseling Service aims to continue to serve
any client who wishes to return for further counsel or
. tents felt he need for fur-
ther testing or counseling is indicated in the follow ing
table of replies* It has also been noted the number who
felt th t they had received adequate assistance.
TABL... XIII
TO Vhojiom UDG ADl.iG FUTUH^ SifiVIC ;S (Affirmative)
1
Question j
Definitely !Possibly !
. J
’Not
necessary
] <o.j A.
.j
Do.
.
%... fo. -if
Do you feel the need of
additional specific tests? 24 | 16 7 4*7
•
65 j 56.6
fould you like to ; o back
over the test results to
see what Turther nlans mightj
be sugre ted? 60 ! 40 15 10
I
d 34 • 0
Do you feel the need of more
detailed information ah ut
I
the occupation we suggested?!
.
)
31 j 20,7 0 0 40 5.2 .
6
Do you feel the need of more
detailed information about
the senool we sugges :< d?
!
I
i
10 ' 6*7 0 ! 0
1
41 27.3
hay we look forward to a vis-
it fro: • you in the near fu-
ture?
j
I
50 | 55.
3
i
10
\
6.7
l
|
29
<
19.3
' )
"
f'ovfor client© roo onden. ae c; ues ions r< rv lag
future service desired Uc-n o ; av .h. .:* cii ;Ie uestion
on I.© uo* tionnniro* ers .mil letters were sent to theso
who st' tod definitely that -hoy wo^XU ike to av? 11 hem-
s©. vos o- he o or.uhtj to e©< arc further tea tin; end
0 # 1
*.-©veral clients liK.ic a r.h .t ke
fc
;U. net .cl ; c nec-
essity for ci d.xi.I nel to t. « stetin hoy were satisfied
ilh H© :.clp . icy aud reeolvct..
Only 24 or 10 per cent of chose roe ending definite ly
fell the no d o a .». i a 1 tests o ; i eci I nature j G.„>
stated that they did not fo -1 it necessary » A total a GO
clients Incicrtod they definitely like to go b ek
®n additional 1G th - tit 13
1
uueed h t at- © ::a* ment Hit look forw ard tc continu-
ing its services ho c'prosdba- teiy oO per cent of their
.
. :
• 0 , , a
felt that they wore in n©ed of .acre detf ilo* in.foxw.tion
arout cl;, :(.r oc, ... .."..Ions or s: • -is i:,h ,.;tv boon . ug
t
si G
to tfcer. A visit in the no r future isl ht- he anticipated
frost GO or GO former cl I ante# ever 1 others ; o coi.; -onts
to th© offoot that they •; d .ike to '©turn after having
cc -.let cel t oir resent
^
e r at st ol»
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C/ lnlons ?X; V.y — The- l«rt thrr e
qlirrt .: ons asked the clients to expree* in t lr own
words their reactions and opinions of the counseling
they had received, question nttr.be r U asked the client
to offer criilcis rr rd . ng the services. The four-
teenth question asi-ied thstr. to state the kind or <Ur.ds of
lj ohrich they had nope <3 to -et but perhaps did not get.
In question IS, their suggestions for irrrovi ng the ser-
vice's ere solicited.
For evaluative purr ores these three questions ray
be considered to be of greater value than the statistical
find! ripe he enure they c re the direct expression of the
counsel';© * reelin'? . numerical tabulate n of facts are
important, but if the service is to build upon past ex-
periences, an opemci nded attitude must bt taken toward
the clients reactions to the service.
It is the or ini on f the writer that the comments
which were rede reflect a fairly reliable measure of the
general opinion of the clients as a whole. hat the re-
sponses and n. u;t ms from the 50 per cent who failed to
return the guest , ..naira would have been is impossible
to dot mine. There le always the par slbility in a ques-
tionnaire study those ~ho do not reply fail to do
ao because they do not care to register their dissatis-
faction. However, the wording of the questionnaire and
c.
e
letter invited an honest and frank appraisal on the pert
of the clients regarding the value of the services,
tost of the responses were f air and unbiased; a few re-
flected dissatisfaction 1 1 h the service which obviously
had not dealt constructively with the problem the client
had resented.
Many clients, in returning the questionnaire, added
unsolicited comments about themselves and about the ser-
vice. several included letters expressing either appre-
ciation or dissatisfact on. Th: t the department of Coun-
seling fervice is succeeding in convincing former clients
that it desires to perform a continuous service, is borne
out by the fact that many clients expressed an appreciation
of the interest shown them, and that many stated that they
had been made to feel that they r.i ;ht return for further
help when needed.
In attempting to set up a criterion for judging the
value of a guidance service, the subjective opinions of
the clients may not be entirely valid. Yet, the testi-
monies offered, be they commendatory or critical, deserve
much consideration in the appraisal of any guidance pro-
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Cia3: iricatl n of Hes-onscs because of the
diverse nature of the responses, varying In content
and subjectivity s a statistical classification is
naturally difficult to make. But while not completely
adaptable to quantitative analysis they do reflect
some degree of similarity* Unfavorable criticisms or
suggestions Included in the three questions may be
grouped it the following categories, arranged in
numerical importance .
•
41 clients, or * per cent, said that the de-
ductions made were too general or varied. They
had expected to have a definite vocational or
educational plan pointed out to the n
IS clients, or 16*6 per cent, felt that the
service was incomplete, in that they should
have liked to have a written report giving
the results of the tests and suggestions or
recommendations made.
12 clients, or i per cent, questioned the
adequacy or the value of the tests.
10 clients, or 6 per cent, stated that they
had hoped to have more definite help in
correcting the faults that had been pointed
out to them.
7 clients, or 6.4 per cent, suggested that
there should be greater cooperation between
departments, and between the department and
other agencies.
5 clients, or 3*3 per cent, commented on the
surroundings
, Indicating: lack of proper testing
facilities, poor lighting, and the need for
quiet rooms In which to take the tests.
5 clients, or 3.3 per cent, felt that they were
hurrieu and did not have time enough between
test, thus lessening their ability to do their
best work.
p,
,
.
c
c
c
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3 clients, or 2 per ce t, suggested that more
publicity should be given to the service be-
cause tc o few students knew about it.
miscellaneous suggestions comprise the remainder of
the criticisms made# nerely stated that they did
not feel that the counseling had been ; articularXy help-
ful in their case* minor suggestions were ± iven by other
clients.
.s made b:v clients*— I r< sentive of the
answers to the ruescioa, "..hat criticism would }ou make
as a result of your experience as a client?", are the
follow ing selectee, comments
:
In my case you weren't very specific#
but perhaps that was because of my char-
acteristics.
“X hoped to find a specific occupa-
tion to devote all my interest—but do
not believe not finding it was the fault
of the service at all."
"Deductions made Vfcre a little too
general.
'was given specific advice, better
understanding of personality# but not
enough on correcting faults.
'
f! l did not find out the results of
my tests.
"You didn’t give a very wide range
of vocational opportunities for girls."
Suggestions were too varied.
* I should be more oral
tests and less written ones."
"Mot enough tine in between tests. !
..
.
.
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“Greater cooperation between the de-
partments would bo more desirable, I should
think.
“Needed more definite help in getting
a job, but realize this is not an employment
office.
“
“I can only say that it helped mo choose
my vocation and definitely started me in some-
thing I enjoy.
"It so happened that I received exactly
what I needed in every detail, personal and
vocational. It also so hardened that it was
the most satisfactory counseling that I have
had to date. I had accepted a job outside
of past experience and 1 wanted assurance
that I had a chance to succeed if I applied
myself. I received this assurance as well as
a much greater knowledge of the field of
publicity.
*
' Believe you did an outstanding, job in my
particular case; possibly I feel that a qualified
answer rather than a ’yes 1 or ’no ! would reveal
more accurately personality traits. ‘
“The results were helpful to me in enabling
me to choose a vocation that I am more happy In
than the former choice 1 made
.
:t
:S I have none, I wish I had come earlier. M
;, I think your bureau Is very fine and have
recommended that several friends go to you. if
“The tests were given very efficiently. I
have no critic isr;
.
“It was very helpful and I would have gone
ahead if the family Ixadn*
‘X think the service Is an excellent project
and should be continued. 1
t
7C
*
%
"Only favorable criticise of a very fine
and helpful service. I think it helped me
considerably In finding out what rny main
Interest was*"
riticism, I was very w< .
'wish opportunity were offered to high
school students, for had I taken tests then,
my life would have 1 <•
“Your counseling was the finest and most
complete to be r ad. 51
Inds of hclo expected not received ;— In replying
to the question, "What kind! s ) of help din you hope
to got but nerhaps did not get? M , the felloe in;; comments
. .;ive :,eeii selected fro a those made by the clients.
"I hoped an occupational field would be
set before me, yet I a." sti 1 confused as to
what I want to be
.
"I expected to have my abilities pinned
down, not only to a certain field but to a
specific phase of that field."
“mad hoped for information regarding right
type of ncsition and elo in obtaining it.”
"I didn’t know, but was curious to know if
it (teaching) would lead to other- work*
:
V ~ore sp ecific i: for ration. “
'Did not find out exactly what I shoulc do."
:f I hop ex, to learn more about my not too
good personality.
;
I discovered rny chief interests but not my
wag any - .. -
: I would have liked to have had shown up
in the tests a definite ieanin in just one
* , in time such
v ill be the case.
-.
.
c
c
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"Knowing how to concentrate more on
studies.
"Your tests proved that I should excel
in Social Service. I do not care for it
—
more specific.
"Concrete suggestions for re: edying the
one defect discovered.
"The results were as X expected, but no
eras definitely found*”
"Specific occupations. f
"I wanted to obtain from you a specific
line of study.
i! I got exactly what I expected* Nothing
more or less.
"The tests and interview were entirely
satisfactory and helped me In every way*"
"I wanted to feel more confident that
interior decorating was my aptitude, was
assured. !;
"Not sure, because I did not come directly
for help, but got all the help 1 wanted.
"I received the help I was looking for. **
"None, 1 think almost everything was
covered.
"
"deceived a clearer understanding of
abilities and aptitudes of which I was un»
certain. Am entirely satisfied with results."
"I wasn't expecting or anticipating any-
thing and was grateful for any assistance."
"I was very much pleased with the help
I received.
"
"I did get just what I hoped for."
..
.
.
.
hugest!: as offered b., wao of ignis •— Fo1 1o i ;.g
are a few of the representative remarks ma<e by the
clients in answer in... the question* '*Wiat suggestions
72
have you to offer for improvin' our services?
"
11The only thing I could suggest is that
there be some definite and well-lighted rooi;
in which to take the tests. erligps you have
that at your new address, out 1 rer.iev ber that
we had to move from one place to another while
we were taking the tests, because the rooms ad
to be used for something or so qebo&y else. It
made it rather hard to concentrate.; but other
than that, I can think of no other suggestion.
“For service-men, it night be helpful to
suggest certain correspondence courses which
might help the men to ’feel out* prospective
courses while in the service and thereby be
better prepared to decide on what field they
•are interested in*
"Store counseling on the subject of ersQual-
ity.”
U 1 would allow more tine between tests be-
cause the tension makes you very tired and at
the end of the morning tests, one isn’t as
particularly careful about his answer as he was
in the beginning.
;By all means issue sot e kind of result
sheet with blanks filled in as to aptitudes,
personality traits, recommended colleges, etc.
Tills would serve as a guide to my counselor at
school, as well as giving my parents a better
idea as to what went on and to help me refresh
ray memory.**
ring in more people who could tell
clients about his aptitude in relation to business
opportunity, and what requirements he must meet.
..
.
r
c
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“A longer period of time to talk over
results of tests privately. No doubt it 1 s
i the right thing to do, having; your
in on the results, but I know that i*d rather
have them tell my parents and I separately.
Not the personality test though, I likedthe
way she talked over my personality privately
with me.
“As for iiixprovement
,
l think, as in my
case, where the student is faced with narrowing
down a rather vide field—specific tests could
be very valuable after the definite goal has
been selected. '*
Not opportunity enough for all students
to make use of your services. Not enough in-
formation about your department facilities
known to students. ;i
“I would suggest that if it could be done
that the rates for this work be lowered somewhat. f *
# u It would be nice if you gave us a paper
showing the results, as it is hard to remember so
much at a tine from hearing it spoken.
“Some of the preference tests are inclined
to be dull. Whether you coula ao anything to
correct this 1 do not know, but improving it
slight increase the accuracy of your tests. 1
ore pleasant surroundings. H
n to do this properly, I foel needs the
personalities of several persons**-a sort of
round table discussion— in which the men avail-
able to the subject are sufficiently experienced
in those fields of work in which they night be
interested. i!
At delving into positions in armed forced
that client has aptitude for.
“To insure the validity of the tests, I
suggest that there be : repeated performance of
the tests-—this would provide a more sound basis
for the judgment of the individuals emotional
behavior. '
cc
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’’None, except special quiet room in which
to take the I. Q,. tests.’ 1
li I believe a written report (not complete)
would be helpful for future reference. A state-
ment of what your department would advise the
client to pursue. Other than that I can think
of no other suggestions.”
”1 would have no suggestions for your im-
provement as long as you realise fully hov. much
what you say will influence each person’s life
that comes to you for help, and do your best in
each case.
!5By and large this is an excellent service
and one that should be given more publicity,
too few students know about it.
”1 was very well satisfied with your service
and appreciate it vory much. ;
15 1 made a major decision in my life as a
result of the counseling I received and have been
so glad ever since that I can think of no suggestions
for improving the services. You have my gratitude
if not my suggestions.
nIf these tests could be made compulsory for
all students either graduating from high, school,
or freshmen in college, I think there would be
less ’’occupational misfits.” Oftimes there is a
glamour attached to a certain vocation that is
lost when the student gets a taste of any practi-
cal work. w
’’None, my experience with your office was
an exceedingly pleasant one.
"From my experience, I was deeply gratified
for the sincere and inspiring advice received.
This is an excellent institution. 51
”1 was well satisfied with your service. It
seems very complete to me.”
..
. ..
.
.
.
Unsolicited con ont a not included in (••negtionne.ire—
Several clients added comments or remarks for which no
request had been made. That they felt the urge to do this
is very encouraging* and those few illustrations indicate
the spontaneous reactions cf the clients.
"Thank you for your kind interest in me.
X hope I have been of some help* because you
certainly have been a big help to me. M
’’All in all I know they (the tests) helped
me a great deal, when first suggested to me* I
rebelled, but after taking them and hearing the
results it made things seem a lot cloarer to mo
where before I had a million different ideas in
my mind, on what I was suited for, or what I like
or would be good at. How I'm straightened cut
along these lines, and feel as though I knew where
I was going.”
n I went to your Counseling Department know-
ing I was dissatisfied with my present employment
but not knowing just what I wanted to do. I was
advised to try a few short courses in various fields
to determine where my interests lay. Since I am
employed in essential war work, I have boen able
to take only two short courses, but I an still ex-
ploring, and planning to take another course next
month. The counseling was particularly helpful
in pointing out my abilities and aptitudes. Since
I v/as only looking for such implications, I feel
that it was very helpful . 11
’’I'm still somewhat at sea as to my future,
but the tests did help in finding out that I pre-
fer to work with people. I have decided to look
into occupational therapy where I can combine art
work and psychology. I believe your tests have
helped, to a degree, my decision in this.”
.'
.
.
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“The results of my tests shoved I should be
in business involving work with and for people.
It also showed a very low mechanical Voil 'It. .
the strength of the counseling report I was g iven
a transfer from the tabulating department to the
claims where they are training me as a junior in-
vestigator.
11 In my case, the information you gave me led
to • a/.o conclusion I had already reached. This
is the only reason your test did not help me much
•
I feel that I must v;ork my problem out myself.
Time alone will tell.
"I feel that there are many persons in jobs
today and there will be many more in the future
who will be misfits, and who will be looking for
really constructive suggestions such as yours,"
"I certainly do wish your service could be
available to more people—they don’t know what
they’re missing in finding their right niche in
life without all the years of trial and error. ;i
"Personally I was disappointed in the tests
as I had hoped they would reveal definite aptitudes
and abilities. You have made us feel that we
could return to you any time for further counsel.
"One of the first suggestions made to me was
to get away from home for a while. Upon following
this suggestion, I am now living with relatives
in New York. I’ve been extremely happy since I’ve
been here, both in my job and at school. I’ve been
here since September, and received a snail promotion
at work recently.
"
"I’ve lacde a beginning toward something new
but still feel like a problem school teacher at
times.
"
"It was suggested to me that I get personal
help, rather than vocational, and I think I would
possibly profit from that, ky personal problems
have been very bothersome lately."
.-
-i - ^
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THE EVALUATION
,6 a result of this study and the observ tions
made during, ita development, the writer ventures her
personal evaluation and appraisal of the Department
of Counsel inf 'rrviae of Poston University.
•H’j-ter.c nt "A - rinci pips and objectives.— The
objectives of the I'er ^rt; .ent of Counseling are In ac-
cordance -.1th the definition of vocational guidance as
set up by the National Vocational Guidance A$zDelation,
namely, that of "assisting the individual to choose an
occupation, prepare for it, enter upon it, and progress
in it." Its aim is to give the client a better under-
standing of himself* opening io ryes to the broader
field of opportunity, and assisting bin in the prepara-
tion of the field for which ha as an individual Ir rest
eui tea
.
In raeetin. ; lives the gtopertWMlt of •Coun-
seling service makes no pretence of selecting for the in-
dividual s definite and specific vocation because it rec-
og ni sec ith fu 1 1 know 1 ed re of t he 1 i mi be t i on o f te ct s n nd
their interpretation that to do so would be unfair and die-
hone at to the client, and that in the final analysis the de-
cision of i life career should be left to the individual.
- 77
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Scope of the service .— Both Individual and group
counseling and testing la offered by the department.
Its services are available, not only to the students of
Boston University a but to other students and adults who
desire to receive professional and experienced guidance
upon important vocational# educational# and person,. 1
decisions. It is also available to secondary schools,
colleges# as well as community groups, A greater
emphasis is placed on educational than vocational
guidance and counseling. This fact is borne out by
the preponderance of clients who presented problems
dealing with a choice or selection of a college or
institution of higher learning and by the number of
clients who stated in answering tho questionnaire that
they Jiad received more benefit in the selection of a
school than they had in acquiring a better ;nowledge of
occur; a t ional 1 : formation.
The department offers other t^pes of services than
the testirg and counseling of groups or Individuals.
School systems# planning to initiate guidance services#
may obtain the aid of the department personnel in build-
int a suitable and adequate guidance program. ..lany faculty
.embers are prepared to give lectures to schools# arent-
Teacher Associations, and community organizations on pro-
blems of vocational and educational guidance. Church
.'
c
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groups are requesting the services for young people who
desire assistance in solving their personal end vocational
problems, in cooperation with the office of School and
College relit ^ns, a low cost group-testing service is
offered to high schools. During the past year the depart-
ment has recognized its responsibility to ren and worsen
who have been mustered out of the armed services. * com-
plete counseling and testing service has been available
free of charge to all veterans who have ap lied for admis-
sion or readtrission to Boston University. Free testing
has been given all veterans who have been referred by
either the Veteran’s peception Center or the Veterans ad-
mi ni st rat ion.
Another service, worthy of mention, is the test-
scoring service :..ade available to any school or group do-
ing large-scale testing. Boston University if one of the
few educational centers equipped to score psychological
tests by the uae. of the International Business Test '"cor-
ing Machine.
Study of the clients .-- The department has an unusu-
ally wide assortment of standardized tests and other mea-
suring instn ente for scientific -a lip studying the client
.
The staff ia constantly on the alert for new end better
,.
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tests. In selecting the tests to be administered, care-
ful consideration is given to the client's particular
problem. It is not the policy of the department to
administer a core battery to all clients regardless of
their needs. Due consideration is not, however, always
given to the qualifications of those who are detailed
to administer the tests. It is the opinion of the
writer that no one should adm: nister tests to any in-
dividual until he has hao sufficient experience in test
administration and test interpretation. Standardization
in test/construction and interpretation requires uniform-
ity in their administration. It is most desirable, to be
sure, that students in psychometrics courses be given the
opportunity to gain worthwhile experience in the counseling
department, but more supervision should be given to these
students, in many instances.
The personal interview with the clients when the tost
results are interpreted and deductions and suggestions made
is of utmost Importance. The author feels that those re-
sponsible for this counseling are well qualified and well
trained in the use and Interpretation of standardised,
tests. Sufficient time is usually allowed for the inter-
view, but It r ight be su, gested that the clients re urn
for a second interview after he has had time to assimilate
and put into ractice some of the suggestions and re-
commendations made at the time of the counseling Interview.
--
.
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Records and reports «— A lack oi‘ coraprehens iv©
personal data on the clients was one oi the most
obvious criticisms which might be aimed at the ser-
vice. An excellent coded filing system is in operation;
a separate folder# containing all tests taken# is easily
located for each individual case. ore information re-
garding the clients previous experience, educational
history# his home and social environment, his economic
status, and other pertinent information would have been
most desirable. No biographical or personal data sheet
Wns available for many of the clients. The home ecu ress
would not have been on file in many instances ha/' it not
been that some tests request this information and the
clients had filled in blanks on the- test.
Adequate reports to the clients are another deficiency.
In all fairness to the department, it should be stated
that for those clients for whom a report was made and
filed, no criticism could be made. They were complete
and well written, easily understood by the reader. The
fact that many clients, in replying to tho questionnaire,
requested a detailed report of the results of the tests
and the interview, would further substantiate the suggestion
that the reports are inadequate.
Follow-up proc ^— Up to the time of this writing
there has been no organised follow-up of the clients

which the department has served. Lack of follow-up
has been recognized as a common weakness in guidance
agencies but objective evidence of the value or lack
of value of the service should by all aeons be on
record.
Cooperative s ervice.-- The Department of Counsel-
ini; service makes no claim to being completely and
wholly self-sufficient. One of the purposes of the
all-university personnel committee was to serve as a
coordinatin. agency for the all-university personnel
activities. Therefore, in principle at least, the
department cooperates to a large extent with other
departments of the University. This is evidenced by
the large number of students from all divisions who
come voluntarily or by appointment to the counseling
service. experience and observations on the oart of
this writer, would lead to the suggestion that the
facilities and opportunities offered by the depart-
ment should 3e more thoroughly publicized ana ade
aval able to the graduate and :>art- tine stude- <ts of
the School of Education and the College of Liberal Arts
in summarizing the sources of referrals for the
outside cases, the author was impressed by the paucity
of referrals to the de art. lent made by other community
organizations . On© shortcoming of the department might
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be its laci of corn unity cooperation.
hysteal ley-out *— The surrounding ich
the tests are by necessity administered are most un-
attractive. Inadequate space Is allotted for individ-
ual testing . It is necessary to move individuals
from place to place while they are in the process of
taking a battery of tests, and often it is virtually
• is not being occupied.
There is only one small room set asiae for individual
testing; and frequently clients must be escorted to the
basement to a poorly kept seminar room. The group
testing; room, as such, is not conducive to concentrated
effort on the part of the test; es. It is located in
too close proximity to the scorin room whore the eery
noise of the almost constantly operated scoring machine
st disconcerting to anyone trying to concentrate.
In this same r< om, is also housec the testing material
and the case records. Conversation between counselors
and testers can be heard through the partitions when
they are discuss I
One, ana sometimes two typewri aerated in this
room, addin; to the confusion o the testers.
Pho writer, in making this criticism of the surround-
ings, is refrainin
t
_
from ine 'ending this as a reflection
of the services rendered, but attention should be called
•
toward these undesirable features with the ope that
improvements can be made in the future. The depart-
ment is to be commended for being able to perform as
valuable a service as it has under the existing con-
ditions
,
and tostocs arid testers * alike* to be com-
plimented on their cooperation*
tesuits of the counseling in tor s o., clients sor-
vc
d
o
•
— In view of the fact that ap roximrtely 90 per
cent of the clients who responded to the cuestionnaire
ex ressed some degree of benefit derived* it can well
be concluded tha * by end large, the department of
Counseling Service is eeting its objectives in rela-
tion to its outside clients. Specific instances in
which there seemed to be no apparent benefit have been
pointed out in the sec cion dealing with the analysis
of Che data. Obviously the clients felt that they had
received more benefit from the educational, counseling
. Ling* larger
percentage of the clients ore at’ end! ig schools than
are at present employed. Approximately one half of
the clients stated that they were working toward a
ls a result of the coun dved. A dis-
appointingly smo.ll number of clients responded to
the cheek list soliciting specific ways in which the
counseling service had been helpful. check on the
-
whole questionnaire roscale- » ; 'ovevor# t ••t It: sough any
clients did not eftuc'r . nt t oy ...ad .•!• >eci in those ; c—
cii ic ways# they st> tea in ot ior questions ti at thoy had
toon so benehi fc ted
*
As a result o' he questionnaire aliout oG or cent of
the clients have exp-teasei a co. ire .-o return for further
help when needed, Th? t the service made then feel
that ti ey are welcome to return is a most ••musing indica-
tion that :: he department is performing a contimr m guidance
service.
••ho he : rt .lent of Couaeelltig -ervice as x»on re dss
and negligent in aakln- clear what its otojec tivet and aims
have boon. Far too many clients eororeseed that ti oy lied
anticipates bavin a definite vocation <. atlined for uheia*
1 air re uost for a wri • on report# is in the ot inion of
writer* 1 • Their critical comments
regarding too validity or value of the tests may have deeper
i lie ations tt on is within the £ cope c- : tl is study to do-
a. on this point*
Other sui gestlcns and eosineata asde by the clients hrve
boon Ivon due consider-- tlea in ot.:- or art 1 o t la - aper«
LSi
L
CUAi^.rM nil
ili cc:
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basoo upon tre analysis of the use loan®ire data,
UiO 1ns action of the case rceord# and the evaluation
r;i;-cie bv the writer, the fol: owing su. restive ruecnaoenda-
ti na arc prone. ®&*
r>y
.
..
-llstft.
.
s.i
•
•-••otf .— In vo. ©. .t in c actr-te-
and content is needed in both the biography eh et
used for Boston University students and the one iaed for
outside cases. If nceoosr.ry ,•
;
so crowding of writing is not necessary, fho & aco allot-
i i .
, citj
Nationality should specifically Incieat© whet, .or it is do-
es* $ ... i .
hehoel grade should be so state,, on the blank that* for
oluer cHc::r a, , total nun ow of ears a ,tende should bo
•
*
In evidence, 1 © u na "grade average" is nielcadtag • Ac-
cor©ing to correct <. ...c&tionrl .• sinology - he words larks
3 I ' % , , -
group is .oant the "successive {.roup of pun iIs in their pro-
gress t trough the school and should be use exclusively for
ee* . . i
'
he© but one use w let is clearly under; ,ooc* *’ Charch af-
filiation should*. ••© so state*., that the client will designate
~T. renkila’ * V"~Jo- in on, * -duei ti ncl .1 n Inology * ! , cuool
feviov/* aaXII (June, li u4)» L07- •
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the >articular church to which bo (:;oosi $ not rarely Catholic
or -to testant* A double shoot folded in the > id lo iay e«
Xlmlnato the cause for neglect on the part of the Client!*
to fill in the back of the data sheet as has often ha period
unices a specla! c ©ck was made* The personal date ©beet
'
-c t e? u g a space 'c ;‘oco..v:ln£ test •• sih c. • • © t fcu-
do.-'t blank lo ..specially •• or i i spaed i..
•:h. case t’oeoraa .** lie n ch. 'or* . .0:0u ce. k lot© case
. h -h . •
serial ueta sheet will add mat* . i- .. :;o ...h© case records.
Also# included in tho ol .....ora s.- ©ulc b© a -of.inito ..tatc.:-ont
r hi* s ted (
fcions :ad© bp t o counc lore. • suismrlBO * -h , el onetrie
rt e i test results# ‘ i .
co..itlies oula be uiel^oed In v y client *s folder.
. o-orio to c ,©nfce.— hurt! or rosearc; and stud;, is
on t. Is point# The writer is eh so. ••
definite form to be adopted by the no arfcnont. !ih© ©iruand
. # . v 3 i.i smite *
, . : .
1
1 . lee i
. %
_
. v
for., o at t & ti* © of registration wivit th».- « e rt rent is
able to do r id what it is not sole to do. I.i necessary »
a leaflet statlvp. its d-s ai< c Ji.etivoi . ip.kt sc presen-
ted to ; i clients* . la
and unoarr: ito or -octal ions on t eir e. t.
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garters*— ore to: tin ty co Is need©
. Paoilltios
i‘or Individual testing, are glaringly inadequate* tople op-
t aiir, should be giv iv * in oo-j.auel . All
testing rooms should to kept in order and should be dusted
before clients ore Invited to enter then* Their attrao-
tivencs.
.
could well. bo hr >roved* Ventilation should bo
ehocke* fore end cl rlnp the test'd rose .&»©*
Follow- up «— All clients, university student®# as well
as non-univc'rr:
' ty cases j should be »&de to fool that on in-
terest is bei ip shown in .. ior.t arid that t ©ir contact v- Lth
the e’e art; o; t does not cease at the of the counseling
lnt rvlov.
uc vi c- n— >c..ools / coll ai,
act aving a puidmee pograa of their own* should know of
th^ services or .he c.©-a rtraonfc. Vlmiv pupils sad students
should be referred for help on ©• ucatland* vocational* and
* likewise*
receive help* fill© sui portion is a limiting one in that
th© J,re fee fchosf * apohcies rould refer their esses to the
Y* *b.h# and the v* *C* . who also offer vocv.ti-. acl t .sting
for a smaller fee*
ha. ideel for u sic! to strive could to avo ©ore co-
c arailm with industry and easiness thereby exports :.dphi
c for to Ive lec ures f r otherwise provide uep-to-dato* ac-
curate infor-Jh. r-ion on specialise* occupational requirements
ane. o portun.it tea
I-
V
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An even greater degree of coordination with other
department s of the University might be manifested.
Graduate students of the School of Fducati on who are
taking courses in vocational and educat onal testing
should by all means be given an opportunity to partici-
pate in the activities of the department. A special in-
vitation, if necessary, should be extended to them to
visit and have access to the services which the depart-
ment is qualified to render.
Library of occu;a ti oi.p 3. inform.-:- 1 Inn . - - A more com-
plete ooca 1-informat ion file is needed. ce for
this should also be provided. It should be made avail-
able to students of the University and to outside clients
who wished to learn n ore of the occupation or vocation
of their choice.
i ublicity . — -ithout over-stepping the bounds of
ethics, the Department of Counseling Service could pub-
licize its valuable services to more people and in a
voider area. By all means every graduate and undergradu-
ate student should be able to tell friends and relatives
about the work that is being done.
..
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Nam e_ Da te
Ad d re s s Down S ta t e
How did you happen to come to the Dep^rtmen t of Student Counseling?
Are you employed now? By whom?
That position do you hold?
..as this type of work indicated to you?
are you attending school? If so, what institution?
'..'as this school indicated to you in the interview at our office?
School,
'..ere our suggestions helpful to you in your selection of a college
Training Institution^,
are you definitely working towards a now *oal Dr vocation as a result of our
counseling? '.That is trio new objective?
In what way was the counseling service most helpful to you?
Better understanding of your:
abilities in teres ts apti tudes personality
Better knowledge of:
educational opportunities educational requirements
occupational opportunities occupational requirements
Do you feel the need of additional specific tests?
Would you like to ^o back over the test results and see what further plans might
be suggested?
Do you feel the nood o f mo re detailed information about;
the occupation wo suggested
the school wc surges tod
Hay wc look forward to a visit from you in tho near future?
'.That criticism would you mako as a result of your experience as a client?
What kind(s) of help did you hepo to get but perhaps did not ^et?,
^hat suggestions would you have to offer for improving: our services?.
Ploaso use othjr side of this paper if necessary
.>;' ;• • ' . 'V
Boston University
Department of Counseling Service
178 Newbury Street
Boston 16, Massachusetts
My dear
Within the past year you have been a client of our Counseling Service. We
n or: would like to ask you for some information which will aid us in meeting- the
needs of future clients. By returning the enclosed questionnaire as promptly as
possible you will be doing: us a groat service.
Our first reason for asking for this information is that we are interested
in you and what you are doing. W’e want to know if our counseling: helps you to
nako a more satisfactory adjustment or aided you in the solution of your problem:
educational, vocational, or porsonal.
It is through frequent appraisals of our service th-t we can determine the
v_1ug of our work. We want your honest opinion that we may build up a prog-ram
that will be of greatest assistance to the growing numbers who are coming: to us
for counsel ins-.
The information you give us will be kept strictly confidential. Therefor©,
we urge that you be perfectly frank and s..ty anything you wish on this question-
naire. If you, from your subsequent experience, have found any of our suggestions
outs tandingly helpful or not, we should like to be told of this* Above all we
want to hear from you .
Guidance must of nocossity bo a continuous process until wo have actually
mado satisfactory educational and vocational plans. Therefore wo want you to
fool free to return to our office at any time for further discussion of test re-
sults. It isn’t possible to draw a life plan in a single interview. Additional
tests may bG indicated to mako the picture more complotc. We shall bo happy to
help you whenever you aro interested*
No postage will be nocossary if you uso tho enclosed stamped envelope*
Won’t you plGase halp us to mako this study of greater value by returning your
blank at your earliest convenience? Wo shall be locking forward to serving you
::g^in in the future, drleasc note our new change of name and location.
sincerely yours.
Warren T. row oil
Director
'• r •* •
-
'
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Ci D K)uLOW-U?
Sometime ego we pent, to you t letter end cues -
tloaotire ©bout our counseling service. We did this
beeeuse we are interested in our former clients. Uo
to the present time we hrre not heerd from you. We
recli'/e thfet these ere busy deys but vre would gre© ily
appreciate it if you could take the time to fill out
the form which we forwerded to you. In the event that
you have mi sitid the origin©! form we shell be very
gled to ?;end you another copy if you will write or csll
our office. Tour considered opinion will be mo t valua-
ble to us in improving our services. On that &ccount
ve hope you will find time to tend us the information
requested.
Sincerely yours
,
Warren T. Powell, Li rector
Lept. of Counseling Service

—
.
-i'i.'. i v. »Oi
March J?, 1945
My deer
Mey we kindly eek you egaia to fill out the
enclosed uestionru-ire end return it to us? It is our
only way of keening in touch with our non-university
clients. If you do not cere to offer either criti-
cisms or suggestions, sler.se answer or check those ques-
tions telling us whet you ere now doing, end weys in
which our testing fend counseling wee most beneficial.
Our policy is t-o raske our service t continu-
ous one for those who have come to us for guidance. There-
fore, we urge you to return for .further help et ray tine,
remembering that there is no extra charge for rddition-
ei tests.
Sincerely yours.
Warren T. Powell
Director
c<c
I
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DAILY
RECEIPT
OF
REPLIES

BOSTON UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT COUNSELING
Form B.
84 Exeter Street, Boston, Massachusetts
I. GENERAL INFORMATION
Name: (lest) ( first) (middle) )ege)
^ Home Address Tel.
Date end Place of birth
Nationality Race or color Religion
Name of School Address Grade
II. FAMILY HISTORY
Father Mother
Name
Education
Occuoetion
Place of birth -
Years in U. S.
Deceased
Seo8rated
Number of brothers Ages Occupations
Education
^Number of sisters Ages Occupations
Education
III. HEALTH
Height Weight Physical hendiceDS
Condition of health Previous illnesses
IV. EDUCATION
Course of study (Acad., Col., Com., etc. ) Grade average
Whet subjects do you Like best?
Do you wish to go to (Four-year College) (Junior College) ( Special)
In what school activities do you parti cipete? Name them:
Sports
Clubs
Off i ces Honors
What hooks do you like best?
What mage7ines do you read?
How often do you see e movie? What type do you like best?
Church affiliation Member? Yes( ) No( )
Do you attend church? ( )Regularly Do you attend Young People's meetings?
( ) Sometimes
( )Not at all Do you hold an office?
Whet ere your hobbies?
_
I
Do you take any lessons outside of school? Music; dancing, art, etc.
VOCATIONAL
Name (1) the positions
liked
a.
( jobs) you have held,
(
paid or voluntary, and ( 2 )
)
check those which you
b. ( )
c. ( )
d. ( )
Whet one or two things do you enjoy doing more than anything else?
•
Do your parents urge you to enter a oerticuler vocation?
Following is a list of different tyoes of work: (Check one in each pair if you are interested)
Outdoor work( ) Dealing with people( ) Directing others ( )
Indoor work( ) Working with things( ) Following directions! )
What three occuoetions have you considered at one time or another: (List them in order of
preference)
1 .
2 .
3
.
V
BOSTON UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT COUNSELING
84 Exeter Street,
i
I. Personal Data
Boston, Massachusetts Form A
Check your C.L.A._
department S.E.
P.A.L.*
R.&. S.^
C. M.
C. B. A."
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
Name: (last)
Date and place of birth_
Home address
first) (middle)
Tel. Local address
Class year__
Married or single
Tel.
"
Village Town City Population_
5. Nationality Race or color Church affiliation
6. Religious training: Yes No How long Where
7. Height Weight Physical handicaps Condition of health
8. Parents Father Mother
Name
Religion
Education
Place of birth
Deceased
Years in U.S.
Occupation
Number of brothers Ages Number of sisters Ages
Are there any conditions which might interfere with your success in college?
11. To what extent do you have to support yourself while at college?
Qfi 25$. J50$ 75 100$
Room and board
Tuition only
Other expenses
How do you plan to accomplish this?
12. What positions have you held, paid or voluntary?
Position Nature of work Liked Disliked Reasons for leaving Employer
II. Educational Data
13.
14.
What sehools have you attended since graduation from high school?__
What school subjects did you like best?
Why?
Whet achievements in the past few years have given you most satisfaction?
16. In what extra-curricular activities did you participate last year? Name them:
(See other side)
17. In what community activities did you participate last year? Name them:
18.
19 .
20 .
21 .
Will you continue any of these this year?
Check the kinds of college activities in which you plan to participate: (1)
(2) Cultural (3) Social (4) Athletic
What avocations or hobbies do you have for your leisure time?
Religious^
Check the kinds of activities outside of college in which you would like" to participate:
(1) Religious (2) Cultural (3) Social (4) Athletic
How many hours per week do you spend in the following activities:
(1) Commuting
(2) Work (paid or unpaid)
(3) Extra-curricular activities
III. Vocational Data
22. Have you chosen your vocation?
23. If yes, what vocational field do you plan to enter?
24. At what age did you make your decision? Is this your first choice?_
25. Who has influenced you most in choosing your vocation and the particular field within it?
Parents Teachers Circumstances Friends
26. Give the chief reasons for selecting your vocation
27. Have you ever had a course in occupations?_ Where?
28. If you have not already selected a vocation, state the choices which you are considering
in order of interest
29. What are the chief problems confronting you in relation to your chosen vocation? ^
30. What do you consider your best vocational assets, i.e., qualities, abilities, etc?
//
Date of interview Counselor
MAY 8
Date Due
953
jvi
'** r
*
Demco 293-5

